We pmpose the use of a model helicopier to emulate ihe landing dynamics of a spacecrafl. Our controller accepts thrusier inpuis (like those on a spacecrafl) and convens them into appropriaie helicopter stick controls such that the resuNing trajectory of the helicopter is close to the trajectory that would have been achieved by simply p mviding the same ihraster inpuis to a spacecraft. The approach relies on simplified models of the spacecraft and helicopier dynamics. Initial results in simulation indicate that the approach is feasible, wiih iracking accuracies on the order of 5 m.
Introduction
Landing sites for past missions to Mars have, for the most part, been located in relatively benign terrain. The need to avoid extremely rocky or sloped areas was due to the inaccuracy of the guidance system and due to the inability of the landing system to accommodate such features Ill. A landing accuracy of better than 100 lan is difficult to achieve and landing systems employed by vehicles such as Pathfinder were unable to accommcdate large hazards or significant surface roughness [Z]. The scientific missions for future Mars exploration require increased accuracy in the specification of the landing site. Landing in small craters or ancient lake beds considered to be prime sites for potential exobiology requires precision landing capabilities. Landing safely in close proximity to bazardous terrain necessitates improved landing vehicle accuracy and robustness.
The next generation of Martian landers (2007 and beyond) will employ precision soft-landing capabilities based on vision 13, 41 . These algorithms will have to be tested with extensive descent imagery in Mars-analog terrain on Eanh. To enable this, we propose a novel technique for testing spacecraft landing algorithm during the terminal landing phase. Our technique consists of using an autonomous unmanned mcdel helicopter which emulates the dynamics of a spacecraft (e.g. a Mars lander).
A helicopter is a highly maneuverable and versatile platform for several reasons: it can take off and land vertically, hover in place, perform IOngiNdinal and lateral flight thus making it an ideal platform for emulating a spacecraft.
In our approach a control emulation layer is wrapped around the helicopter controller. The resulting system accepts thruster inputs and is able to follow trajectories like a spacecraft. We believe such a testbed would be valuable to validate the trajectory following and precise landing algorithms being developed for future Martian landers.
To simplify matters, we consider the planar landing problem where the craft bas three degrees of freedom. Of these, we focus on height and roll. We present simulation results showing that our system is able to track the trajectory of a spacecraft executing a simple landing maneuver.
The concept is attractive since one could test a variety of landing algorithms on a cheap platform before actually implementing them on a Mars lander.
The idea of precise landing on Mars is relatively new. Prior research on controlled atmospheric maneuvering of a vehicle in the Martian atmosphere [5, 61, has not focused on the terminal stage of landing. IS] discusses dragbased predictive tracking for landing with a terminal error of 2.9 km on the ground. The task of pe-forming controlled descent during the landing phase of a spacecraft is difficult since one has to take into account 1. the amospberic uncertainty, 2. variation in gravity, 3. the rotation of the planet, and 4. ground-effect on the dynamics of the spacecraft when near the ground. In the present work we focus on the term i d phase of landing with the assumption that the first three are insignificant at low altitudes. As far as we know no-one has tried to perform precise landing rrajectories The generalization of this problem is to find control inputs for a model helicopter for the entire range of a family of trajectories. Although such problems have been considered for general cases [I I], to o w knowledge, this is the first time that such a formalization is being applied to a combination of spacecraft and helicopter.
Typically landing trajectories consist of controlliig the position, velocity and the roll, pitch and yaw of the craft. In this paper we consider a constrained (planar) version of the problem with three degrees of freedom (vertical and horizontal position, and roll) and two conhol inputs (vertical thrusters).
As a simple,example of the desired trajectory, we consider i cubic polynomial trajectory for spacecraft landing where the altitude za varies with timet as follows:
with the following conditions
where t, is the final time. Similarly for spacecraft roll 9. Change in spacecraft mass due to thruster firings is small. 
Controller for Landing
A simple P-controller is implemented for tracking the desired height and roll given in Equations l , 2. The controller is shown in greater detail in Figure 2 and the corresponding equations are given by Equation 6 . 
where C i s a constant which models the atmospheric un- 
Emulator Design
The next step is the design of the emulation layer which takes the forces Fal and F. , as inputs and converts them to roll and collective commands to the helicopter. This "emulator function" is given by:
where T is the total time of flight. For finding the reference values of the roll and collective commands 6, 11, 4 and 6po~~Tef, we take the height trajectoly as obtained from the spacecraft and simply invert the linear transfer functions in Equations 8.9. Notice that even though we are inverting the Linear transformation functions in Equations 8.9, we will not be able to track the specified trajectories because of the coupling between the roll and the collective inputs.
We use a PID controller given by final velocities were both zero. A simple P-controller was used for both height and roll control (the height controller was based on angular velocity, and the roll controller was based on the roll rate) as described in section 3. The spacecraft was considered to have two thtusters on it for controlling roll and height. The forces required for controlling the spacecraft are described in section 3.1. These forces were inputs to the helicopter conaoller. Roll input was obtained by integrating the difference between the thruster forces twice, whereas the collective input was just the sum of the thruster forces. A P D controller was used for the helicopter. The gains were derived from an initial trial with particular initial conditions. Figure 4 
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper describes an emulator built around an autonomous model helicopter controller. The emulator accepts spacecraft thruster inputs (forces) and converts them into stick inputs for the model helicopter so that the helicopter can track trajectories designed for the spacecraft. To our knowledge this is a novel emulator design concept. We show simulation results which provide initial evidence that the model helicopter is able to track the trajectories specified by the spacecraft with reasonable acCnracy. The results presented in this paper are preliminary and rely on a number of simplifying assumptions.
The spacecraft model used here is a small perturbation model and hence cannot be used for tracking varying roll, pitch and yaw simultaneously. But for the class of problems that we are considering we do not consider this as a major problem since landing is a essentially a 3-DOF problem with varying inputs in height, either 2: or directions and roll or pitch input and the model presented here is capable of tracking small variations in all these four degrees of freedom.
In the future, we plan to validate our results on our model helicopter platform by identifying the model used here.
We also plan to extend the controller so that we can track in 3D. We plan to explore the use of a neural network to train the transfer function so that we would be able to get better results. Finally we plan to test with realistic trajectories, based on the output of a vision-based hazard detection algorithm for landing.
